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2. Dannie ABSE: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
3. Dannie ABSE: Paste-up for the above.
7. Michael ARMSTRONG: Typescript of the above.
10. Michael ARMSTRONG: Typescript of the above.
12. Taner BAYBARS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
13. Taner BAYBARS: Typescript of the above. (see also 606)
15. J.D.BEARDSLEY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
16. J.D.BEARDSLEY: Typescript of the above.
18. Anne BERESFORD: Typescript of the above.
22-23. Robert BLY: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.
29. Robert BLY: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
30. Robert BLY: Typescript of the above. (see also 609).
32-33. Martin BOOTH: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.
35. Martin BOOTH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
38. Martin Booth: Uncorrected proof copy of the above. (see also 612)
40. Bertolt Brecht: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
41. Bertolt Brecht: Typescript of the above.
43. D.G. Bridson: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
44. D.G. Bridson: Uncorrected proof of the above.
46. William Bronk: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
47. William Bronk: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
49-50. Alan Brownjohn: Being a Caroon. 1969. (This was the first Sceptre Press broadsheet.) Two unsigned printed copies.
51. Alan Brownjohn: Corrected proof copy of the above.
52. Alan Brownjohn: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
53-55. Alan Brownjohn: Three designs for the layout of the above.
56. Alan Brownjohn: Typescript of the above.
58-59. Alan Brownjohn: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.
60. Alan Brownjohn: Typescript of the above.
62. Alan Brownjohn: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
63. Alan Brownjohn: Photographic negative of the autograph MS of "An equivalent", prepared for printing.
65. Alan Brownjohn: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
66. Alan Brownjohn: Corrected galley proof of the above.
67. Alan Brownjohn: Typescript of the above.
69. Alan Brownjohn: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
70. Alan Brownjohn: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
71. Alan Brownjohn: Typescript of the above.
73. Alan Brownjohn: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
74. Alan BROWNJOHN: Corrected galley proof of the above.
75. Alan BROWNJOHN: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
76. Alan BROWNJOHN: Typescript of the above.
(See also 610).
78. Timothy BROWNLOW: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
79. Timothy BROWNLOW: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
80-81. Timothy BROWNLOW: Typescript, & carbon-copy of the above.
83. Richard BURNS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
84. Richard BURNS: Typescript of the above.
(See also 596-603).
86. John Carder BUSH: Corrected galley proof of the above.
87. John Carder BUSH: Typescript of the above.
(See also 620)
89. Michael BUTLER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
90. Michael BUTLER: Typescript of the above.
91. Tony BUZAN: Obsession. Unsigned printed copy on a postcard.
   (No signed copy was published).
92. Tony BUZAN: Typescript of the above.
94. Tony BUZAN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
95. Tony BUZAN: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
96. Tony BUZAN: Typescript of the above.
   Unsigned printed copy.
98. Jeremy CARTLAND: Corrected galley proof of the above.
100. Jeremy CARTLAND: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
102. Jeremy CARTLAND: Typescript of the above.

104. Ian CAWS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

105. Ian CAWS: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.

106-107. Ian CAWS: Two corrected galley proofs of the above.

108. Ian CAWS: Layout design for the above.

109. Ian CAWS: Typescript of the above.


111. Ian CAWS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

112. Ian CAWS: Typescript of the above.


114. Herbert CORBY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

115. Herbert CORBY: Typescript of the above.


117. Cid CORMAN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

118-119. Cid CORMAN: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.

120. Cid CORMAN: Typescript of the above.


122. Cid CORMAN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

123. Cid CORMAN: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.

124. Cid CORMAN: Corrected galley proof of the above.


126. John COTTON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

127. John COTTON: Corrected galley proof of the above.

128. John COTTON: Typescript of the above.


130. John COTTON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

131. John COTTON: Typescript of the above. (See also 611)


133. Robert CREELEY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

134-136. Robert CREELEY: Three uncorrected proof copies of part of the above.
137. Robert CROSSLEY: Typescript of the above.
139. Lynne CROKER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
   (See also 608).
142. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Corrected proof of the above.
143. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Typescript of the above.
145. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
146. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Corrected proof of the above.
147. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
148. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Paste-up for the above.
149-150. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Two xeroxes of the typescript of the above.
152-153. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.
154. Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND: Typescript of the above.
156. Tony CURTIS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
156a. Tony CURTIS: Corrected proof of the above.
161. Tony CURTIS: Typescript of the above.
163. John DANIEL: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
164. John DANIEL: Corrected galley proof of the above.
165. John DANIEL: Paste-up for the above.
166. John DANIEL: Xerox of typescript of the above.
168. Judy DANIEL: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
169. Judy DANIEL: Typescript of the above.
171. Pete DIDSURY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
172. Pete DIDSURY: Typescript of the above.
174. George DowDEN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
175. George DowDEN: Typescript of the above.
177. Maureen DUFFY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

78-179. Maureen DUFFY: Two corrected galleys proofs of the above.
180. Maureen DUFFY: Typescript of the above.
182. William ELLIOTT: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
183. William ELLIOTT: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
184. William ELLIOTT: Typescript of the above.
186. Seymour FAUST: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
187. Seymour FAUST: Uncorrected galleys proof of the above.
189. Elaine FEINSTEIN: Unsigned printed copy of the above. (See also 596-603)
191. Peter FINCH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
192. Peter FINCH: Typescript of the above. (See also 592-595)
94-197. Jean Overton FULLER: Uncorrected proof copies of the above.
98-198a. Jean Overton FULLER: Two typescripts of the above.
199. Jean Overton FULLER: Original photograph of "Gilby".
201. Jean Overton FULLER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

03-204. Jean Overton FULLER: Two typescripts of the above.


206. Jean Overton FULLER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

207. Jean Overton FULLER: Paste-up for the above.

208. Jean Overton FULLER: Typescript of the above.


11-211hh. Jean Overton FULLER: Original drawings and proofs of drawings for the above.

12-213. Jean Overton FULLER: Two galley proofs of the above.

14-215. Jean Overton FULLER: Two typescripts of the above.


217. Denis GOACHER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

18-219. Denis GOACHER: Typescript and xerox of typescript of the above.


221. Giles GORDON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

222. Giles GORDON: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.

223. Giles GORDON: Typescript of the above.


225. Giles GORDON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

226. Giles GORDON: Corrected galley proof of the above.


228. Giles GORDON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

229. Giles GORDON: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.

230. Giles GORDON: Corrected galley proof of the above.

231. Giles GORDON: Paste-up for the above.

232. Giles GORDON: Typescript of the above.

Bryn Griffiths: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Bryn Griffiths: Three uncorrected proof copies of the above.

Bryn Griffiths: Typescript of the above.


David Grubb: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

David Grubb: Typescript of the above.


David Grubb: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

David Grubb: Typescript of the above.


Frederick Grubb: Unsigned printed copy of the above.


Harry Guest: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Harry Guest: Typescript of the above.


Harry Guest: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Harry Guest: Corrected page proof of the above.

Harry Guest: Uncorrected page proof of the above.

Harry Guest: Typescript of the above.


Jean Paul Guibbert: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Jean Paul Guibbert: Typescript of the above. (See also 609)


Michael Hamburger: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Michael Hamburger: Corrected galley proof of the above.

Michael Hamburger: Typescript of the above.


Michael Hamburger: Three corrected page proofs of the above.
266. Michael HAMBURGER: Typescript of the above.


268. Christopher HAMPTON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

269. Christopher HAMPTON: Typescript of the above.


271. Seamus HEANEY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

272. Seamus HEANEY: Corrected proof of the above.

273. Seamus HEANEY: Uncorrected proof of the above.

274. Seamus HEANEY: Typescript of the above.


276. Patrick HENRY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

277. Patrick HENRY: Typescript of the above.


280. William HEYDEN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

281. William HEYDEN: Typescript of the above.


283. Philip HOBBSBAUM: Corrected page proof of the above.

284. Philip HOBBSBAUM: Uncorrected page proof of the above.

285. Philip HOBBSBAUM: Typescript of the above.

286. John HORDER: Cecil and Baba. n.d. Unsigned, printed on card. (No signed copy was published)


289. John HORDER: Typescript of the above.


291. Frances HOROVITZ: Unsigned, unnumbered printed copy of the above.

292. Frances HOROVITZ: Corrected page proof of the above.
Frances HOROVITZ: Letter to be sent by air. 1974. Signed printed copy.

Frances HOROVITZ: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Frances HOROVITZ: Typescript of the above. (See also 606)


Ted HUGHES: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Ted HUGHES: Corrected page proof of the above.

Ted HUGHES: Uncorrected page proof of the above.

Ted HUGHES: Three page mock-ups and layout designs for the above.

Ted HUGHES: Typescript of the above.

Iago HUM-WILLS: Poems. 1971. Unsigned printed copy, published by David Barron at the Black Thud Press [sic.] (No signed copy was published)

Iago HUM-WILLS: Uncorrected page proof of the above.

Iago HUM-WILLS: Typescript of the above.


Nicki JACKOWSKA: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Nicki JACKOWSKA: Typescript of the above.


Nicki JACKOWSKA: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Nicki JACKOWSKA: Uncorrected proof of the above.

Nicki JACKOWSKA: Typescript of the above.

Nicki JACKOWSKA: Two unsigned printed copies of the above, with the poet's name misprinted as "Winda" JACKOWSKA. They were not issued. (See also 621-624)


David JAFFIN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

David JAFFIN: Uncorrected page proof of the above.

David JAFFIN: Typescript of the above. (See also 621-624)


Hannah KELLY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
322. Hannah KELLY: Typescript of the above.
324-325. Galway KINNELL: Two unsigned and unnumbered printed copies of the above.
326. Galway KINNELL: Corrected galley proof of the above.
327. Galway KINNELL: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
328. Galway KINNELL: Page mock up and layout design for the above.
329. Galway KINNELL: Typescript of the above.
331. James KIRKUP: Signed, unnumbered printed copy of the above.
332. James KIRKUP: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
333. James KIRKUP: Signed proof copy of the above.
334. James KIRKUP: Typescript of the above.
337. Norbert KRAPP: Corrected galley proof of the above.
338. Norbert KRAPP: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
339. Norbert KRAPP: Typescript of the above. (See also 607)
341. Hugh LAUDER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
342. Hugh LAUDER: Corrected galley proof of the above.
343-344. Hugh LAUDER: Two typescripts of the above.
346. Hugh LAUDER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
347. Hugh LAUDER: Typescript of the above.
349. John LUCAS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
350. John LUCAS: Corrected galley proof of the above.
351. John LUCAS: Typescript of the above. (See also 611)
355. George MACBETH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
356-362. George MACBETH: Seven uncorrected page proofs of the above.
368. George MACBETH: Typescript of the above.
370. George MACBETH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
371. George MACBETH: Corrected proof of the above.
372. George MACBETH: Uncorrected proof of the above.
373. George MACBETH: Typescript of the above.
375. George MACBETH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
376. George MACBETH: Typescript of the above.
378. George MACBETH: Corrected galley proof of the above.
379. George MACBETH: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
380. George MACBETH: Typescript of the above.
382. George MACBETH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
383. George MACBETH: Uncorrected proof of the above.
384. George MACBETH: Manuscript of the above.
386. George MACBETH: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
387. George MACBETH: Uncorrected page proof of the above.
388-389. George MACBETH: Two uncorrected galley proofs of part of the above.
390-391. George MACBETH: Two page mock ups and layout designs for the above.
392-393. George MACBETH: Typescript of the above.
395. George MACBETH: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
396. George MACBETH: Typescript of the above.
398. Wes NAGEE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
399. Wes NAGEE: Typescript of the above. (See also 620)
401. Nick MALONE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
402. Nick MALONE: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
403. Nick MALONE: Typescript of the above.
405. Hugo MANNING: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
406. Hugo MANNING: Corrected galley proof of the above.
407. Hugo MANNING: Typescript of the above. (See also 620)
409. Tom MARSHALL: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
410. Tom MARSHALL: Typescript of the above.
412. Alan MARSHFIELD: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
413. Alan MARSHFIELD: Typescript of the above.
415. Alan MARSHFIELD: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
16-417. Alan MARSHFIELD: Two corrected galley proofs of the above.
418. Alan MARSHFIELD: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
418a. Alan MARSHFIELD: Uncorrected proof of the above.
419. Alan MARSHFIELD: Typescript of the above.
421. Harold MASSINGHAM: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
24. Harold Masseingham: Two uncorrected proofs of the above.

25. Harold Masseingham: Typescript of the above. (See also 574)


33. Susan Musgrave: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

34. Susan Musgrave: Two uncorrected proofs of the above.

35a-d. Susan Musgrave: Proofs of the title-page of the above.

36. Susan Musgrave: Typescript of the above.


38. Susan Musgrave: Unsigned printed copy.


41. Susan Musgrave: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

42. Susan Musgrave: Typescript of the above.


44-45. Susan Musgrave: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.

46-47. Susan Musgrave: Two uncorrected proofs of the above.

48. Susan Musgrave: Typescript of the above. (See also 619)


50. Edward Mycue: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

51. Edward Mycue: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.

52. Edward Mycue: Typescript of the above.


54. Leslie Norris: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
Leslie NORRIS: Typescript of the above.


Robert NYE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Robert NYE: Typescript of the above.


Robert NYE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Robert NYE: Corrected galley proof of the above.


Philip PACEY: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Philip PACEY: Typescript of the above.

Brian PATTEN: At four o'clock in the morning. 1971. Unsigned printed poster.

Brian PATTEN: Four uncorrected proof copies of the above.

Brian PATTEN: Two corrected proofs of the above.

Brian PATTEN: Layout design for the above.

Brian PATTEN: Typescript of the above.


Brian PATTEN: Two corrected galley proofs of the above.

Brian PATTEN: Notes of corrections to "The irrelevant song". Typescript.

Brian PATTEN: Two uncorrected proof copies of the above.

Brian PATTEN: Typescript of the above.

Brian PATTEN: Misprinted copy of the above of which a few were issued.


Christopher PILLING: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Christopher PILLING: Typescript of the above.


Sylvia PLATH: Corrected galley proof of the above.

Sylvia PLATH: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
487. Sylvia PLATH: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
488. Sylvia PLATH: Typescript of the biographical note appearing in the above
489. Sylvia PLATH: Typescript of the above.
   (No signed copy was published)
491. Sylvia PLATH: Uncorrected proof of part of the above.
492. Sylvia PLATH: Typescript of the above.
494. Petru POPESCU: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
495. Petru POPESCU: Typescript of two poems, "Future" and "Bough".
498. Neil POWELL: Typescript of the above. (See also 606 and 616)
500. Elaine RANDELL: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
501. Elaine RANDELL: Typescript of the above.
   copy. (This is a radio script which was distributed by the Sceptre
   Press and published by the press and the author. It was adapted
   from a novel of the same name which was published by Routledge and
   sold by the Sceptre Press. No copies of this remain)
503. Peter REDGROVE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
   printed copy.
505. Peter REDGROVE: Corrected galley proof of the above.
506. Peter REDGROVE: Typescript of the above.
508. Peter REDGROVE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
509. Peter REDGROVE: Corrected proof of the above.
510. Peter REDGROVE: Typescript of the above. (See also 529-595)
   Printed copy signed by the translator.
512. Yannis RITSOS: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
513. Yannis RITSOS: Typescript of the above.
515. Gail ROBINSON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
516. Gail ROBINSON: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
518. Vernon SCANNELL: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
519. Vernon SCANNELL: Corrected galley proof of the above.
520. Vernon SCANNELL: Typescript of the above.
521. Vernon SCANNELL: Meeting in Manchester. 1974. Unsigned printed copy. (No signed copy was published)
523. Susan SCHAEPFER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
524. Susan SCHAEPFER: Typescript of the above.
526. Eric SELLIN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
527. Eric SELLIN: Corrected galley proof of the above.
528. Eric SELLIN: Typescript of the above. (See also 607)
530. Penelope SHUTTLE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
531. Penelope SHUTTLE: Jesussa. 1971. Signed printed copy. (No unsigned copies were issued. This was distributed by the Sceptre Press, and published by the press and the author)
533. Penelope SHUTTLE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
534. Penelope SHUTTLE: Typescript of the above. (See also 608)
536. Jon SILKIN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
537. Jon SILKIN: Corrected galley proof of the above.
538. Jon SILKIN: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.
539. Jon SILKIN: Typescript of the above.
541. Robin SKELETON: Typescript of the above.
543. Robin SKELETON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
544. Robin SKELETON: Uncorrected proof of the above.
545. Robin SKELETON: Typescript of the above. (See also 617)
547. Stephen SNOSSANAN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
548. Stephen SNOSSANAN: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
549. Stephen SNOSSANAN: Typescript of the above.
551. Derek TELLING: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
552. Derek TELLING: Corrected galley proof of the above.
553. Derek TELLING: Typescript of the above. (See also 607)
555. Nick TOCZEK: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
556. Nick TOCZEK: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.
557. Nick TOCZEK: Typescript of the above.
559. Shirley TOULSON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
560. Shirley TOULSON: Typescript of the above.
562. Tomas TRANSTRÖMER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
563. Tomas TRANSTRÖMER: Typescript of the above.
564. David TRIBE: Figure in a Japanese Landscape. 1970. Signed printed copy.
565. David TRIBE: Unsigned printed copy of the above.
566-567. David TRIBE: Two typescripts of the above.

Lawrence UPTON: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Lawrence UPTON: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.


Sean VIRGO: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Sean VIRGO: Uncorrected proof of the above.

Sean VIRGO: Uncorrected proof of the above, and of Harold Wassingham's "Snow-dream".

Sean VIRGO: Typescript of the above.

Ted WALKER: Poems for Cordelia. 1972. Unsigned printed copy. (This poem was fully published, then withdrawn and burned, at the poet's request. Approximately twenty-four copies, unsigned only, were sold)

Ted WALKER: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.


Francis WARNER: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

Francis WARNER: Typescript of the above.


James WEIL: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

James WEIL: Typescript of the above.


George WIGHTMAN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

George WIGHTMAN: Uncorrected proof copy of the above.

George WIGHTMAN: Typescript of the above.


George WIGHTMAN: Unsigned printed copy of the above.

George WIGHTMAN: Uncorrected galley proof of the above.

George WIGHTMAN: Typescript of the above. (See also 610)
592. **FOLIO: 1971.** A collection of poems on loose sheets by five poets. Printed copy, signed by each poet.
   Contents:
   - Gavin Ewart: The Challenge to Interpretation.
   - Peter Finch: Going Home.
   - Elizabeth Jennings: Weeping.
   - Laurence Lerner: The Three German Ladies of Rimini.
   - Peter Redgrove: Christiana.

593. **FOLIO:** Unsigned printed copy.

594. **FOLIO:** Uncorrected proof copy.

595-5. **FOLIO:** Uncorrected page proofs.

596. **AN OCTAVE: 1972.** A collection of poems by eight poets. Printed copy, signed by each poet.
   Contents:
   - Charles Tomlinson: On titles suggested by O.P. and M-J.P.
   - Elaine Feinstein: A ritual turning.
   - Omar S.Pound: Said wasp to bee.
   - Miles Burrows: He came to her silently as snow.
   - Daniel Weissbort: The unforbidden fruit.
   - John James: The gods.
   - Anthony Rudolf: Between words.
   - Richard Burns: The scope.

597. **AN OCTAVE:** Unsigned printed copy.

98-599. **AN OCTAVE:** Two xeroxes of corrected proofs.

602-602. **AN OCTAVE:** Three xeroxes of uncorrected proofs.

603. **AN OCTAVE:** Typescript.

604-605. **AN OCTAVE:** Two typescripts of an introductory piece for the above.

606-611. **Proofs of published poems**

    Michael ARMSTRONG: September Moon - Northumberland.
    Frances HOROVITZ: Letter to be sent by air.
    Neil POWELL: At Little Gidding.

    Norbert KRAFF: Shooting a Squirrel.
    Derek TELLING: Moonchild.

608. Lynne CROKER: Untitled.
    Penelope SHUTTLE: Branch.

609. Robert BLY: Water under the earth.
    Michael ARMSTRONG: Revelation.
    Jean Paul GUIBERT: Two Poems.
610. George WIGHTMAN: Twine.
    Alan BROWN: A Day by Indirections.

    John COTTON: Columbus on St. Dominica.

2-626. Proofs and typescripts of unpublished poems


615. Daniel HUWS: Is the snow your whole love? Corrected galley proof.


618. Kemble WILLIAMS: In the pub. Uncorrected galley proof.

    Ada AHARONI: Seaweed.
    Susan MUSGRAVE: Against.
    Corrected galley proof.

    Arthur Winfield KNIGHT: Excerpts.
    Hugo MANNING: Tread gently now.
    John Carder BUSH: Control.
    Corrected galley proof.

621. Christopher MIDDLETON: Fractions for another Telemachus.
    Colin NIXON: Toulouse-Lautrec paints.
    David MILLER: Rain.
    David JAFFIN: Of.
    Nicki JACKOWSKA: The flower waker.
    Corrected galley proof.

22-624. David JAFFIN: Of.
    Nicki JACKOWSKA: The flower waker.
    Three uncorrected page proofs.


628. Ann WHITWELL: Pastoral Song. Xerox copy of manuscript.
Proofs and typescripts of anonymous poems


632. First line: "If anything occurred". Galley proof.

633. First line: "In your delirium your eyelids were raisin brown". Galley proof.

634. First line: "Behind your darkness". Corrected galley proof.

635. First line: "Some time before the needle eased into the spine". Page proof.

636. First line: "To begin at the beginning". Typescript.

637. Galley proof of two poems. First lines: "Once, not long ago" and "Sometimes under the night".

638. Galley proof of two poems. First lines: "His cells damaged" and "Frog is a cold fellow".

639a-m. A collection of original drawings.

40-669. Miscellaneous advertising material, drafts of biographical notes and publishing blurbs, notepaper and page mock-ups.


671. Block bearing the device of the Sceptre Press.

672. Stamp of the Sceptre Press.

673. Impressions of the above.

74-679. Issues 13-18 inclusive of the South African magazine, OPHIR, which is sold in England by the Sceptre Press.

